Abstract:

This talk introduces a new probability distribution with statistical properties. The model is named *Sinusoidal probability distribution* (SPD). The model is useful to analyze cornea angles’ curvature as it happened among the 23 patients in a glaucoma clinic. New statistical expressions are derived for survival and odds functions, their tipping points, its convexity, Q-Q plotting positions, variance-mean relation, heterogeneity among cornea patients, vitality function, total value at risk, past life function, entropy, hazard, inverse, and mean functions. The minimum and maximum sample values are shown to be the maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters of SPD. The joint probability density function for the lower and upper record values of a sample from SPD with their correlation function is derived and utilized to better understand the implications of the measured cornea angles. A few comments will be made in the end to further advance the research in cornea illness.
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